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Topics
•CHAKRAS and their MAGICAL WORLD
•AJNA CHAKRA/3rd EYE
•The 5th EYE
•WHY DO WE NEED THIS PORTAL?
•HOW to CONNECT
- Angels of each Chakra
- Cosmic Spirit of the Galactic Eye
- Connecting & Tapping into the power
- Healing your Galactic-Eye
•WHAT IS GALACTIC-SIGHT?
- How to create a new reality
- How to protect yourself/maintain
boundaries

CHAKRAS and their MAGICAL WORLD
Chakras’ are energy-vortex in our etheric body
which are connected to our organs and various
systems, the manifestation of which culminates in
our physical body.
Like our stomach is connected to the Solar- NavelSacral chakras, our Heart and lungs with Heart
Chakra, our throat-thyroid with Throat chakra and
so on.
Chakras are also related to our different bodies and
thus different frequencies. Our Root & Sacral are
connected to our “home”, the 3D reality- Earth – and
the frequency of “belonging, security, feeling loved
and wanted, trusting oneself, trusting life”, in the
astral body and “abundance-lack mentality, success
mindset, strength” in the mental body.
Each Chakra of our body is a portal, to activate the
higher-frequency in you whose reflection you see in

the outer and if you want to connect to the higherfrequency in the cosmos that too is possible through
the chakras.
All the astral-travelers who use the right methods,
work with a specific chakra to project their
consciousness out of their physical body. Which is
why it becomes so important to work with your
shadow-self, as the projections of our inner-child
negativity, shadow-self lays heavily on the chakras,
which blocks the “door” from “opening” or
“activating” itself. With lifetimes of studying this, and
years
of
experiencing,
researching
and
experimenting, I’ve seen that our “awareness” of our
own “thoughts, feelings and beliefs” and changing
them is the simplest yet the most powerful way we
can activate the portals.
And the beauty of working with our inner-reality is
that we don’t need to actively work with the
activation, but it starts coming to you as you
become more attractive with your stronger “light”.

Did you think, you’re only attractive to the “people”,
and not to the “Cosmic Spirits”? 😊
Chakras are also affected by our thoughts but more
so with our communication. What are we
communicating with our words, body language and
the intention behind the communication. These
portals (read:Chakras) in our body are highly
sensitive and they get affected, as they represents
Planets, and corresponds to them, the effects are
far-reaching.
So, when you work consciously and deliberately
with your day-to-day humdrum existence and live a
conscious life, it becomes enough to attract the
“magic” and “miracles” of the Universal system to
you.
With the knowledge and experience of the GalacticEye you will take the steps to not only feel the
energy, but bring very tangible results in your
reality.

AJNA CHAKRA - the 3RD EYE
The 3rd Eye located between our brows, and the
energy- representation of our “Pineal Gland” is a
very powerful center. This is also the “Master
Chakra”, as it has the capacity to lead all the other
chakras. The main chakra system is of 12 Chakras
and there are hundreds of minor and mini chakras
in our bodies, the 3rd Eye being their “commander”,
their “leader”.
In Tree of Life it’s represented as “Binah”, the 3rd
Sephira and it corresponds to “Understanding”. The
3rd Eye “manifests” the wisdom of the higherrealms into our earthly reality. It is the Divine
Feminine Principle, and the Archangel associated
with it is Archangel Tzaphqiel.
3rd Eye is said to be in correspondence with our
personal “Chalice”, the womb in females. If we
connect with our 3rd Eye with the knowledge of it's
association with the “Water Element”, then it can
become the right portal for connecting to the “Astral
Dimension” where we can consciously attract “what
we want” in our life.

Since the Astral World also carries our Astral
Avatar, who is our highest potential and carries the
depth and intelligence of emotions and through
them we can project our energy in the right way and
use emotions as fuel to attract magic; our 3rd Eye
or Pineal Gland is the right and proper gateway to
the realities we want to create.
The most surprising thing is that “Saturn”, the
“limiting Planet” is connected to 3rd Eye from the
door of our Throat Center.
The more “responsibility” and “accountability” we
bring in our inner-world and work diligently and
committedly, the better release of all negative
karmic patterns, and that’s when the 3rd Eye really
blossoms!!!
Our “Right Brain” is assigned to Binah – the 3d Eye,
and its virtue is “silence”, while the challenges are
too much restrain, not letting oneself flourish,
stinginess. This also corresponds to the “Divine
Will”, which gives us the strength and power to keep
moving forward, heal, let go and live our best life.

The 5th EYE
The Chakra that is associated with the 3rd Eye and
together they make this great combination/pair of
connecting our “psyches, our conscious and
unconscious psychological forces”, “mental body,
our intelligence and psychological characteristics” to
the “Divine Will, higher-intelligence and higher
aspects of mind” (the mind body) is called the 5th
Eye.
This is the “Forehead Chakra” located at the
forehead area, and is also known as “Chochmah”
in Kabbalah. This is the “5th Eye” to 3rd Eye or our
Ajna, which many a times people misinterpret as the
3rd eye, as in many texts and book you will see
authors equating the 3rd Eye to the forehead while
both are very different with different functions.
At 5th Eye the will of God/Source manifests as
the divine plan. Ratziel/ Raziel is the Archangel
associated with it.
The 5th Eye is the divine Masculine and it has

immense power to connect us to the higher
frequencies. The higher frequencies can’t never be
reached if they aren’t activated in us. Our bodies,
our Self carries everything, along with the veils of
karma. As we work through our veils/shadow-self
we tear them down to connect with the already
activated higher-powers.
As much as we can, if we keep healing, keep
upgrading our energy, the connection with our 5th
Eye increases, giving us opportunities with endless
potential.
When your consciousness is moving out and about
3rd Eye, it’s the 5th Eye working and guiding it, so
when you’re traveling with an Angel/Cosmic Spirit to
their etheric abode, or visiting Akashic records, it’s
your 5th Eye which is protecting you, guiding you.
As 3rd Eye represents the Divine Feminine
Principle, the “intention” can be held by it and when

you reach and connect to your 5th Eye, this
intention comes into play and “action” is taken.
When the right action is taken, the right result will
always appear.

The Galactic-Sight
We are not the body nor we are in our body. We are
Souls whose bodies are in them functioning on the
level of the karmic veils that has to be cleared.
When we rise and work with our shadow-self
diligently, we are slowly removing our-self from the
lower frequency of karmic cycles. As our vibes
starts to match more of the higher frequency, even if
some karmic cycles need releasing, the effort
lessens, the difficulties lessens because our inner
wisdom is now open to us.
If we’re vibrating at higher levels, there are many
bonds in our DNA that breaks up and new chemical
bonds are formed which are in alignment with the
Cosmic plan and that’s when our inner Soul sight is
opened. Many people say this is a gateway, many
say this is the oracle in them. This "eye" is of the "I
AM" and not of our incarnated soul (Us) as it has its
limitations.

The Galactic-Sight
Galactic Sight/Eye is much more than that, it’s the
eye of your higher self, the eye of YHWH. And
today we’re working to help ourself connect to it.
Before we dive into it there’s some precautions to
help you develop stronger connections to your
Galactic-Sight and not lose is,
SILENCE
NO FORCE
DON’T USE IT TO LOOK INTO
OTHERS LIFE/ENERGY BODY
WITHOUT THEIR PERMISSION
NOT LYING TO YOURSELF OR
OTHERS WHEN YOU ARE SHOWN
SOMETHING
NO DELIBERATE
MISINTERPRETATION

HOW to CONNECT
Warm up your palm or your finger chakras first.
Then very lightly massage the chakra area in your
body. It does two things; your consciousness is
focused on the chakra and your connection is
strengthen or established with it.
When you lightly massage the chakra it may start
paining or throbbing and it's not something bad, just
your awareness of it.
The sensations at times may indicate energy
blocks, and when you encounter that kind of
sensations which feels uneasy, ask the Archangels
of the associated chakra to heal it. For 3rd Eye its
Tzaphkiel, and angel of ERELIM who are of
courage & understanding, and for the Forehead
Chakra, its Raziel, an angel of OPHANIM who are
connected to time, fortune and change.
Rub your finger chakras
Lightly massage or tap into the chakras
First the 3rd eye
Feel the energy. What do you feel -

heaviness, pain or strong tingling??
Tap or massage your 5th Eye
Feel the energy, and tune in to its power
This is the very basic stage where the idea is to
make our conscious believe in the Chakra and also
"heal" it, if we can keep up the practice the blocks
every day will be released from these two chakras
and we have a clear path.
Use this technique before going to the next level
with the "Meditative Journey to connect with your
Galactic-Eye. They both can be done together, but
the first one if done alone for a week will give you
better results.

Meditative -Journey to connect with your
Galactic-Eye

Sit comfortably with your back erect.
Focus on your "breath" and release all stress
and anxiety.
Focus on your 3rd Eye center, between your brows.
Feel the vibe of your 3rd eye.
Move your awareness to your 5th Eye at your
forehead.
Feel it's energy and life prana.
Visualize the "elliptical" energy shape from your
3rd Eye to 5th and 5th Eye to 3rd.
Let your consciousness go deep within your
superconsciousness.

Meditative -Journey to connect with your
Galactic-Eye

You're suddenly seeing the whole Universe rotating
within your Galactic-eye as a sphere-like energy.
Feel it.
While you connect with the Cosmos through your
Galactic-Eye, the Kundalini-energy is strengthening
the power, the aura of the Galactic-Eye.
Feel the energy of your Galactic-Eye reaching out of
your physical body.
Keep tuning in.
Slowly move back to your Galactic-Eye.
Focus on your 5th Eye and notice any change in it's
energy.

Meditative -Journey to connect with your
Galactic-Eye

Focusing now on your 3rd Eye, notice any changes
in its vibe.
Breathe deeply and slowly.
Come back to yourself.
Move your body, rub your palms and when you feel
like open your eyes.

Protective-shielding with the Galactic-Eye

Sit comfortably.
Relax yourself through deep rhythmic breathing.
Breathe deeply & slowly.
Now focus on your Galactic-Eye.
Feel the energy of the Universe vibrating in it &
your Aura extending beyond your physical body.
Intent for protective shielding "In the name of my Higher-Self, YDWH,
the Yehovah, the Elohim, I'm protected
and shielded from all lower-level
entities, spirits, lower elements and
elementals, any evil, imbalanced,
diseased energy. This shield will be
internally permeable & will last for the
next 24 hrs. As I will, so be it, so be it,
and so it is. Amen."

Protective-shielding with the Galactic-Eye

Now visualize your Galactic-Eye with the Christ
white light extending above your Crown area &
around it, then slowly moving down & cocooning
you, coming from all sides. You are protected and
shielded now.
Amen!!!

What are Higher Guides??
When we are on the path of upgrading and growing,
we are assigned guides, and with each of these
guides we have a previous connection. At the first
level, the guides are mostly our family members
who are awakened and ascended ancestors.
Please note that all our ancestors aren’t awakened
so an ancestral message may not be free of false
prejudice and wrong informations. Only those
ancestors who have risen high and have a view of
everything from the higher dimensions can be of
help.
These ancestors remain with us protecting and
guiding us for a long time. As we ascend they too
gain more powers.
On the next level of Awakening our guide is/are our
own Cosmic Spirit/s, whom we can call the
Guardian Angel/s and who are already ascended
higher with us in our previous incarnation. Since we
have chosen Earth as our playground for this
incarnation means that there are thick Karmic veils,

What are Higher Guides??
which we need to release, so many a times even if
our Guardian Angels are vibing high, they can’t
really work with us.
And this isn’t about our own free will here but the
soul contract that can’t be breached at any level.
So when we keep ascending and awakening the
true power of our Guardian Angel is revealed, and
which is why so many people feel their power and
compare them to their higher-self, whose power is
incomprehensible to us.
The new connection with Guardian Angel, also
triggers and opens us to connecting with higherSpirits from different star-systems, light-systems.
My own Goddess guide came through just a few
months ago when my connection with my Guardian
Angel increased multifold after my awakening. This
Masterclass was devised by them and not me,
which means that as the timelines shifting we are
making the right progress and our guides want to
connect to us on higher level.

What are Higher Guides??
When we connect with our higher guides, our
Guardian Angel/s, we connect with our inner
Galactic Sight too.
When we meditate on becoming the Oracle, the first
criteria is to connect and work with the Guardian.
This Guardian is always very powerful, and we are
protected and shown the truth.
So, the technique to connect to your Guardian is
also activating your Oracle.

Being your Oracle + Meeting your Guardian

Sit comfortably, if you will you can lay down.
Breathe slowly and deeply
You will feel calmer as the stress is draining away
with your awareness
You feel good and lighter in body & mind
Focus on your 3rd and 5th Eye simultaneously
Slowly trace the Galactic-Eye elliptical shape
Remembering the Kundalini-Flow, feel the power
of the aura of your Galactic-Eye reaching out of
your physical body.
Focus your awareness at the outer rim of your aura
at the eye.

Being your Oracle + Meeting your Guardian

As you focus you start visualizing a powerful darkviolet sparkling light emanating from the aura.
As you move with this powerful energy you see
that this is opening the Universal higher-frequency
to you and you can see the vast expanse of the
Universe with Stars and Galaxies
Let your imagination take over and show you.
We’re calling/requesting our Guardian Angel and
our higher-guide to connect to us.
Say internally or aloud with me,
"With the authority and power of YDWH,
I call on my mighty Cosmic Spirits of
Light, the Yehovah, the Elohim, to my
side to lead me, assist me, protect me
and support my growth to my

Being your Oracle + Meeting your Guardian

connection of my Galactic-Sight.
I AM with my divine Yehovah, my Divine
Elohim, I AM connected, I AM aligned in
the name of YDWH."
Feel the power of these words in your body, deep
inside. Breathe deeply through your nose and
exhale through your mouth.
Feel the connection with your Angel now.
They are present with you, experience their
presence now.
How do you feel? What kind of energy you feel
with them? Are they showing you something or
telling you something, tune-in.
Now remember your query and request your Angel

Being your Oracle + Meeting your Guardian

to help you see clearly through this query. Say
internally or aloud with me,
"In the name of my mighty Higher-Self,
the YHWH, I am seeking the truth for
this situation, so that I am better aligned
to my right path. Guide me and awaken
me. Amen and so it is."
Now ask the question.
Be silent and listen, hear or see whatever comes to
you. Let it flow.
When you think its over, bring your focus to your
Guardian, and say thank you to them, with love
and gratitude.
Slowly focus on your Galactic-Eye.

Being your Oracle + Meeting your Guardian

Bring your awareness to your space and feel the
powerful energy around you covering the entire
space you are in.
Breathe deeply and slowly focusing on your breath
Keep your eyes closed for a few seconds so that
your energy doesn’t get scattered
Open your eyes
Write it in your journal whatever you saw, heard,
felt about your question.
If you didn’t see, feel, hear, write it down too

TAPPING

Galactic-eye is highly sensitive, and harness the
comic intelligence, so tapping into it is a good way
to heal & manifest.
The only change will be to tap with Chris-Light.
Using the below method keep visualizing ChristLight at your finger-tips.
- Activate your finger-chakras
- Tap at your 3rd Eye saying your affirmation
- Tap at your 5th Eye now
- Then tap at the middle of your Galactic-Eye,
feeling its vibe till your back-head

About Paulamie

Paulamie is a ceritified Energy-Healer, Tarot Master,
Spiritual & Manifestation Coach, for 10+ years and a
Starseed as well as Lightworker.
She worked as an HR Manager after completing her PG
where she was fortunate enough to bring immense good
changes in many people’s life. Her being a born clair
helped her in every possible way. Studying HR also gave
her an extensive idea into human psychology and the
patterns our mind has, and have supported her as a Healer
too.
As a Healer she healed herself from the after-effects of a
deadly accident which was life-threatening & could have
rendered her immobile.
She is on a mission to help the sensitive Starseeds and
Lightworkers as she herself being one, went through
immense difficult periods of her life and no-one could
bring the right answers. She did it herself and now after
research of more than 4 yrs. she is ready to share her
knowledge and help every Starseed & Lightworker who
are still finding it difficult and aren’t sure how to use their
immense power for their own good to create a blissful life.

